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  Resumé 
 
In 1957, Ghana gained its independence from their former colonial ruler, the 
United Kingdom. Through the last 20 years, Ghana have experienced 
relatively political and economic stability. The United Kingdom provides 
development aid to Ghana: Development funds are sent annually, and with 
them come conditions to which the Ghanaian government must agree to 
receive the funds. In addition, the Ghanaian government must negotiate 
development with the British in English. Both governments have formulated 
development strategies for the upcoming years. These documents contain 
their aspirations, visions, how they plan to distribute the funds, and more.  
 This project investigates whether the narratives of the development 
plans that the UK has for Ghana, and the plan that Ghana has for its 
development, are aligned with each other, and whether they resemble the 
main tenets of Modernisation Theory or Dependency Theory. These theories 
are contradictory in the sense that Modernisation Theory has a Eurocentric 
worldview on development, puts much focus on modernity and is formulated 
mainly by Western thinkers, whilst dependency theory is a critique of this way 
of uni-sizing development, it tries to take a much larger historical context into 
account, and the contributors to the theory has a more diverse roster. 
 We have utilised an interpretivist approach in the project, using 
qualitative data consisting of official statements from both countries 
concerning their development plans. These have not been interpreted using 
our chosen theories in their entirety; rather we have used software to search 
for words and concepts that are central to either theory, such as ‘education’, 
‘wealth’, ‘depend’, ‘modern’, and so on. 
  We found that the two countries seemed to be more aligned from a 
modernisation point of view, both when comparing their language and their 
goals, than from a dependency theory point of view. However, even though 
they were more in line with modernisation theory, dependency theory 
provides good explanation why this may indicate an exploitative relationship, 
where one or several wealthy countries trap less developed countries in a 
relationship that is economically advantageous for the former and detrimental 
	  for the latter. The latter becomes dependent on development aid; a method 
which, dependency theorists would argue, serves the already wealthy nations 
to steer the discourse of development in a direction that masks the real 
relationship. The analysis reveals a strong alignment between the two 
countries and modernisation theory. Using dependency theory to explain this, 
the reason for the alignment is a hidden dependency that is not in the 
narratives, but hidden underneath it. 
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1.0 Introduction and Problem Area 
 
1.1 Introduction and historical outline 
“[We should not consider] the wishes of any other government, or the 
interests of any other people, except in so far as those wishes, those feelings 
and those interests may, or might, concur with the just interests of England.” 
(Al Jazeera Centre for Studies, 2012) 
 This was a memo from George Canning, the Foreign Minister of Great 
Britain in 1822, in which he presented his main considerations of the British 
foreign policy to the Duke of Wellington, the Prime Minister at the time. As 
this quote illustrates, the British had a rather uncompromising attitude in its 
pursuit of economic and territorial advantages. 
 The year before, in 1821, the British government had seized control of 
hitherto private lands on the Gold Coast in Western Africa, and then gradually 
increased their presence in what had become a new trading zone. (The World 
Factbook, 2013) Thirty years later, in 1852, leaders and elders from different 
parts of the Gold Coast came to meet with the governors of England to talk 
about means of raising revenue. This meeting was concluded with the 
formation of the Legislative Assembly. It was established with a democratic 
foundation, meaning that no one could establish laws of the Gold Coast 
without a democratic election of its members. (Country Data, 1994) 
 In May 1956, the Prime Minister of the Gold Coast issued a so-called 
‘White Paper’ proposing the independence of the Gold Coast. Adhering to its 
democratic constitution, the British government stated that the Gold Coast 
could gain its independence if a majority of the members of the Legislative 
Assembly voted for in favour. So a general election was held in 1956, and out 
of 104 voters, 71 voted in favour. Thus Ghana gained its independence in 
March 1957. (Government of Ghana Official Portal, 2013) Ghana was the first 
former sub-Saharan colony to become an independent state. However, 
instability ensued the independence as a series of intermittent coups d'etat 
until 1981, when Jerry Rawlings took power and banned all political parties in 
the final coup d'etat (thus far). (The World Factbook, 2013) 2000 was the year 
of the first democratic change of presidential power in Ghanaian history - 
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John Agyekum Kufuor of the New Patriotic Party (NPP) defeated the NDC's 
John Atta Mills, Rawlings’ Vice President in the presidential election. 
(Government of Ghana Official Portal, 2013) 
 
1.2 Problem Area 
As Ghana’s former name suggests, the Gold Coast was rich in gold, and even 
diamonds, manganese ore, and bauxite - all popular goods that could be 
exported. Oil was discovered in 2007, and this is now being exported as well. 
The agricultural sector makes up one third of the country’s GDP, and 55% of 
the formal employment. Cocoa is the main exporting good which accounts for 
one third of all export revenues. Palm products, timber, coffee, and shea nuts 
are the other main exports. Thanks to development funds, Ghana has 
successfully established non-traditional agricultural products for export, such 
as pineapples, cashews, and peppers. (The World Factbook, 2013) Ghana has 
obtained both some degree of political and economic stability, poverty rates 
have shown a decreased, and the inflation rates have declined. (The Guardian, 
2012) 
 While all this holds some promise of a brighter future, Ghana 
nevertheless faces serious challenges: Extreme poverty, large fiscal and trade 
deficits and a poor infrastructure are major concerns of its government. 
(Michigan State University, 2011) Sub-categories of these challenges are high 
maternal and infant mortality rates, weak health care system, high prevalence 
of HIV/AIDS and child labour, to name a few. (The World Factbook, 2013) 
 The current predicament of poverty and slow development in some 
countries, including African ones, has sometimes been attributed to their 
colonial history, a set-back in power and self-governance relative to other 
countries (e.g. Rodney, 1972, pp. 149, 224), while others have argued that 
Africa as a whole suffers from territorial adjustments made after the first 
World War where colony borders were established, and then rearranged, 
without regard for historic, geographic or ethnic conditions, and that ethnic 
fragmentation is a significant contributor to the continent’s political and 
social instability (e.g. Davidson, 1992; Easterly and Levine, 1997). 
 But the extent of the critique of former colonial powers goes beyond 
their imperialist history. Colonial settlements are now a thing of the past, yet 
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there are, as we shall argue, reasons for doubting that former colonial powers 
have relinquished the pursuit of economic gains by means of exploitation. 
Specifically, we will look at the possibility of development aid being an 
economically exploitative relationship that traps the aid recipient in a 
disadvantageous position. 
  Ghana has been in a “prosperous partnership” with the EU since 1975. 
(Delegation of the European Union to Ghana, 2010, p. 2) We take this 
description, a “prosperous partnership”, to include development aid and 
business. One of Ghana’s development aid donors is its former colonialist 
occupant, the UK. According to Ghana’s central bank, it receives development 
aid of significant proportions, amounting to $1 billion every year, which 
accounts for 10% of the country’s GDP. (BBC, 2006) This is an enormous 
amount, and one would expect to see significant improvements as a result – 
but, as mentioned, Ghana is struggling nonetheless. The following quote casts 
some light on the effectiveness of development aid: “[T]he comparison of 
Ghana and Malaysia is emblematic. Both countries became independent in 
1957, and both are countries of similar size and resource base. At 
independence, Ghana’s per capita GDP was several times that of Malaysia - 
four decades later, the situation is reversed. … It has been estimated that if 
all of the aid that flowed into Zambia between 1961 and 1993 had been 
invested at a normal rate of return, Zambia’s per capita GDP would have 
been at least thirty times what it is today.” (Kanbur, 2000, p. 2) 
 In the context of development aid, the word conditionality refers to the 
requirements a donor country places on the recipient that must be agreed to if 
the funds are to be released. In some cases, the conditionalities may target 
combating corruption, improving human rights, or other sectors and specific 
projects. In other cases, conditionalities can leave the distribution of money to 
the discretion of the recipient, but bring with it other requirements, such as 
adopting a particular fiscal policy or opening up to more foreign investments. 
Oxfam presents its opinion on how conditionalities are often used in an 
inappropriate and inconsistent manner, which is worth citing at length to 
show that some conditionalities appear unrelated, or possibly even 
detrimental, to the recipient country’s long-term interests: 
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“Can and should aid be used to put pressure on governments to reform 
their spending policies in favor of the poor? Oxfam believes that new 
forms of conditionality could help to bring about positive policy reforms 
… Governments and donors could, in principle, agree incremental steps 
for raising investment in primary health care, basic education, and the 
provision of water and sanitation. … Most donors reject such an approach 
on the grounds that it would undermine the national sovereignty of 
developing country governments. They have been considerably less 
reluctant about eroding sovereignty in other areas; through their 
structural adjustment programs, donors have obliged governments to 
impose fees for primary education and basic health facilities, to devalue 
their currencies, set interest rates at levels dictated by the IMF, privatize 
whole industries, and liberalize markets.” (Oxfam, 1995, pp. 198-199)  
 
Thus we see that there are less apparent yet significant drawbacks for the 
recipient in a development relationship. If this were not enough reason to be 
sceptical of such relationships, the following quote suggests that aid, in 
general, is simply not effective: “there have been exercises that have taken a 
cross-country perspective, and shown, essentially, that there is no 
association between aid flows and improvements in development indicators 
[growth in per capita GDP or other indicators]”, and “the results of Burnside 
and Dollar, Mosley et al, Killick etc [show] that not only have aid flows not 
helped in development of Africa, they have not even helped in the 
development of policies they were meant to be conditional on.” (Kanbur, 
2000, p. 6) So there is an alarming discrepancy: Development aid is not 
correlated with development. 
 
Development aid is mainly negotiated in English, and besides imposing new 
traditions, new values, and new technology to another culture, the criticism of 
the development discourse is manifold: It is unclear and manipulative, it is 
being applied indiscriminately to very different countries without regard for 
their cultures, it is demeaning, and much more. Out of the next three 
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paragraphs, the initial two are critical of development discourse, and the third 
is concerned with the use of language in a broader sense. 
 Some of the criticism of development discourse falls on the 
generalisations and patronising connotations of the language used. Gustavo 
Esteva, referring to Truman’s inauguration speech on January 20 in 1949, 
said that in his speech was a rare example of a political term that was 
immediately accepted, condemning a huge proportion of the human 
population to a state of inferiority: “On that day, two billion people became 
underdeveloped. In a real sense, from that time on, they ceased being what 
they were, in all their diversity, and were transmogrified into an inverted 
mirror of others’ reality: a mirror that belittles them and sends them off to 
the end of the queue, a mirror that defines their identity … in the terms of a 
homogenizing and narrow minority.” (Esteva, published in Sachs, 2007, p. 6) 
 Other critics have argued that the language of development is 
confusing, vague, or unclear, and has become a manipulative tool. For 
example, Gilbert Rist has stated: “[The term ‘development’] is still elusive, 
since it depends on where and by whom it is used. … [Initially, the term] 
rested on a mere – albeit unquestioned – assumption, and no one cared to 
define it properly. … [As a result of its extensive use] ‘development’ was no 
longer considered a social construct or the result of political will, but rather 
the consequence of a ‘natural’ world order that was deemed just and 
desirable. This trick – which is at the root of what Bourdieu calls ‘symbolic 
violence’ – has been highly instrumental in preventing any possible critique 
of ‘development’, since it was equated almost with life itself.” (Rist, published 
in Cornwall and Eade, 2010, p. 20).  
 Last to be mentioned here is Michel Foucault, who, arguably more than 
anyone else, has heightened our understanding of how language creates or 
reproduces the social world in which we live (an opinion in alignment with the 
previous point, that development language can be used manipulatively). 
During the inaugural lecture of his series Will To Knowledge, held at Collège 
de France, December 2, 1970, Foucault asked his audience, rhetorically, 
“What is so perilous, then, in the fact that people speak, and that their speech 
proliferates? Where is the danger in that?”, and answered thusly: “I am 
supposing that in every society the production of discourse is at once 
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controlled, selected, organised and redistributed according to a certain 
number of procedures, whose role is to avert its powers and its dangers, to 
cope with chance events, to evade its ponderous, awesome materiality.” 
(Foucault, 1972, p. 216) 
  Combined, these three arguments hopefully illustrate to a satisfactory 
level that the words and language we use are important in their influence on 
the social world. Therefore, we will turn our attention to the narrative used in 
official development negotiations, and make it the object of our investigation. 
We use the term ‘narrative’ as it is described in the Oxford Dictionaries: “a 
representation of a particular situation or process in such a way as to reflect 
or conform to an overarching set of aims or values”. 
 The narrative of development becomes particularly interesting 
considering the contemporary debate on linguistic imperialism, sparked by a 
book of the same name by Robert Phillipson in 1992, in which he postulates 
that the spread of the English language is a way of increasing the political and 
economic power of native English-speaking nations, as an indirect way of 
conquering other countries. He also argues that this is detrimental to the 
cultural ideals, languages, and ways of life in foreign countries subjected to 
this indirect imperialism. (Phillipson, 1992) 
 To summarise why the focus will be on Ghana and the United Kingdom 
specifically, it is because of their former colonial relationship, because the 
terminology of “developing” and “developed” is often used in connection with 
these countries respectively, and because Ghana has a relatively stable 
economy and political scene, should not need, one might think, to rely on aid. 
 
The narrative of the development plans from both the UK and Ghana will be 
analysed using Modernisation Theory and Dependency Theory. These theories 
contradict each other strongly; both in their origins (Modernisation Theory is 
mainly formulated by Westerners, while Dependency Theory is very much 
influenced by African, Asian, and Latin-American writers) and in in their 
opinions and theoretical assumptions, meaning they approach the topic of 
development from completely different angles, and draw attention to different 
aspects of it. The reasons for choosing these theories are elaborated on in 
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Chapter 2: Methodology, and the theories themselves are explained more 
thoroughly in Chapter 3: Theoretical Framework.  
 The objective of the analysis is to see to what extent the discourse of 
Modernisation Theory has influenced the narratives of development in Ghana 
and the United Kingdom, and the extent to which Dependency Theory can be 
used to argue that there is a relationship of dependence rather than actual 
economic growth. This will be done by first by interpreting the development 
narratives from the respective governments and pointing out the similarities 
to the two theories, and secondly by explaining the narrative and its 
underlying purpose using only Dependency Theory. Prior to the conclusion we 
will discuss what the strengths and weaknesses may be when applying these 
two theories to this set of data, such as other factors may have influenced the 
narratives besides what Dependency Theory can account for. 
 
1.3 Problem formulation: 
 How do the British government’s reasons for providing development 
aid for Ghana align with the Ghanaian government’s reasons for receiving it, 
and how can Dependency Theory be used to argue that the narrative is 
masking a relationship of dependence? 
 
1.4 Working Questions: 
 1) To what degree do the narratives of the UK and Ghanaian 
governments resemble a narrative of modernisation? 
 2) What indicators of dependence can be found in the UK and 
Ghanaian development narratives? 
 3) Based on the narratives analysed, how can Dependency Theory be 
used to argue that there is a relationship of dependence?  
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2.0 Methodology 
This chapter will describe our data and data collection, describe the 
epistemological and ontological stances of the research approach, and 
explain our analytical strategy. The theoretical frameworks will be 
introduced, and the chapter ends with delimitations and afterthoughts. 
 
2.1 Data 
In this section our data and data collection are explained. 
        Our analysis is based on second-hand, qualitative data, consisting of 
official statements from the British government concerning their plans and 
goals for providing development aid to Ghana, and the Ghanaian 
government’s strategy for distribution and utilisation of said aid. The purpose 
of selecting this data is to investigate the narrative as it appears in public and 
between the two nations in question, and thus using second-hand data is 
inevitable. We will approach the data from an interpretivist angle, explained 
in more detail later in this chapter. 
 The data has been collected via the internet; specifically from 
governmental websites on which they have published their motivations 
concerning the development relationship.  Legitimising collection and usage 
of material from the internet is normally difficult because it is virtually 
impossible to verify the true identity of whoever created or provided the data 
or statement in question. In this case, the data is apparently provided by 
governmental departments, specifically dedicated to the publication and 
presentation of development relationships. This lowers the risk that the data 
is fabricated or incorrect. Assuming the websites are legitimate, this makes the 
data very representative of the governmental bodies of the two nations.  
 A government is conventionally conceived of as the institution that has 
legitimate authority to speak and act on the behalf of its nation, and to convey 
and actively pursue the political desires of the people. Thus, to investigate the 
possible discrepancy between what expectations the two countries have of the 
development relationship, the most relevant sources of information are the 
governments, or governmental departments, that deal with development aid 
in the respective countries. Thus, we are aware that the collected data is only 
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representative of the governments and not necessarily the whole population 
within the two countries; it constitutes the narratives of the governments that 
we are interested in studying. ‘Governments’ in this report are handled as 
singular, coherent entities in which the members agree on its goals and 
policies. Although reality is not that simple and a government consists of 
several people and affiliates with different motives, we assume that the 
hierarchical structure of a government results in a system by which some 
agendas will be prioritised, and others will be down-prioritised or neglected, 
which means that the course of action ends up being one and not another. For 
the purposes of this report, this is what is meant by the term ‘government’.  
 The most recent publication of British motivations for providing 
development aid to Ghana is dated March 22, 2013. The document is called 
Operational Plan 2011-2015 (Updated June 2013), and there is no author 
listed except the Department for International Development (DFID). It lists 
the different societal sectors that have been prioritised, the organisation’s 
results so far, its vision for the future, how it will monitor the process, and 
some more. 
 The development plan from Ghana, named Ghana Shared Growth and 
Development Agenda, is dated September 7, 2010, written by the National 
Development Planning Commission (NDPC) of the Government of Ghana. 
This public walkthrough of distribution and priorities is contained in a 
substantially more comprehensive report which is meant to address 
development for 2010-2013. 
 We have chosen these documents because they stem from official 
government affiliate websites, and on those websites, these documents were 
the newest versions available. It was in our interest to study how the 
respective governments present and phrase their agenda in a public setting, 
because we believe the narratives used in these public settings affect the 
discourse to a great extent. 
 
Studying narratives of development has been done before. One of the 
researchers who have been studying narratives and discourses in relation to 
development is Arturo Escobar. In the following quote, he states the 
development discourse is a “perceptual field structured by grids of 
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observation, modes of enquiry and registration of problems, and forms of 
intervention; in short… a space defined not so much by the ensemble of 
objects with which it dealt but by a set of relations and a discursive practice 
that systematically produced interrelated objects, concepts, theories, 
strategies and the like”, and that this was “a response to the problematization 
of poverty that took place in the years following World War II, and not a 
natural process of knowledge that gradually uncovered problems and dealt 
with them, as such, it must be seen as a historical construct that provides a 
space in which poor countries are known, specified and intervened upon” 
(Escobar, 1995) 
 Escobar states that development itself is based on language, and that 
words transform the way we perceive development, as words bring with them 
a particular worldview with certain cultural connotations and categories. It is 
from his research we can see that studying development can be done by 
analysing texts/documents, and is not necessarily limited to actions only. 
 Moreover, Andrea Cornwall, who writes specifically on language in 
development, states that: “Words make worlds. The language of development 
defines worlds-in-the-making, animating and justifying intervention in 
currently existing worlds with fulsome promises of the possible”. (Cornwall, 
2010) She also argues for the need to research in the field of development 
narratives as they define the world or the realm of development aid and 
planning.  
 
Next are the epistemological and ontological stances applied in the report. 
 
2.2 Epistemological and Ontological 
considerations 
We take our stance of research in the paradigm of interpretivism. This implies 
that, ontologically speaking, the social world and human behaviour are 
regarded as social constructs, and each individual creates in his mind a 
meaning of the world in which he finds himself. In terms of epistemology, 
interpretivism implies that human behaviour is contingent upon, and can only 
be properly understood in, the context in which it originates or is performed. 
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Regarding the type of knowledge that can be produced from this kind of 
research, Susan Gasson says that “Inferred relationships between contextual 
factors and observed behaviors may be transferred to similar situations”. 
(Gasson, 2007) Thus the findings of interpretivism are subjective, but the 
findings should be able to facilitate the production of more knowledge for 
others. 
 
These epistemological and ontological stances have several implications for 
our analysis. These will be accounted for in the next section, along with our 
general analytical strategy.  
 
2.3 Analytical Strategy 
The research problem will be approached with a deductive strategy, meaning 
the choice of theory precedes data collection. As mentioned in the Problem 
Area, the problem will be approached from the perspectives of modernisation 
theory and dependency theory. We have chosen to use these two theories 
because they bring different assumptions and views to the analysis. Some 
issues related to the central topic (development) are largely omitted by the 
one theory and strongly emphasized by the other. 
 Since the theories deal with values, meanings, and actions, 
interpretivism becomes a meaningful method of analysis. In interpretivism, 
meaning is not static and there is no postulate that facts do not exist, but 
rather they are dependent on the context in which they appear: everything is 
relative to everything else, and social behaviour cannot be understood using 
empiricism only. Instead, interpretivism is closely linked to hermeneutics and 
the subjective view of the world.  
 There are some disagreements concerning the roles of ‘understanding’ 
and ‘explanation’; whether they are clearly distinguishable phenomena or the 
lines defining them are blurry. We are inclined towards the latter, and Max 
Weber’s conception of interpretive sociology is suitable for such an approach. 
Weber called interpretivism a “verstehende soziologie”, and expressed that its 
purpose is not to divide understanding and explanation, but rather to combine 
them, so that the understanding strengthens the explanation and vice versa. 
(Delanty, Strydom, 2010) Max Weber explained sociology as: “the science 
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whose object is to interpret the meaning of social action and thereby give a 
causal explanation of the way in which the action proceeds and the effects 
which it produces. By 'action' in this definition is meant the human behaviour 
when and to the extent the agent or agents see it as subjectively meaningful … 
the meaning to which we refer may be either (a) the meaning actually 
intended either by an individual agent on a particular historical occasion or 
by a number of agents on an approximate average in a given set of cases, or 
(b) the meaning attributed to the agent or agents, as types, in a pure type 
constructed in the abstract. In neither case is the 'meaning' thought of as 
somehow objectively 'correct' or 'true' by some metaphysical criterion.” 
(Weber, 1991) Thus an analysis (interpretation) of action, or behaviour, leads 
to a better understanding of the meaning behind the action and how it relates 
to its historical context. 
 In addition, Weber advocated focusing on economic events from a 
cultural as well as a historical perspective, thus combining economics with 
sociology. According to Weber, a Protestant line of thought, such as not 
wasting money, influenced our economic behaviour and inclination towards a 
capitalist system, and eventually a religious frame of mind played a role on the 
foundation of Western capitalism. This is an illustration of how economy can 
be studied in combination with sociology and why Weber believed doing so is 
important. (Crossmann, 2013) 
 Thus the project becomes interdisciplinary between political science 
and sociology. First, because of the analysis, in which actions in a political 
sphere are analysed with interpretivism and political theories. The object of 
study is the language of two social actors and how these actions - their public 
statements - affect a political and international relationship between two 
countries. It is sociological because it deals with language and narrative(s), 
and it is political because we take the policies of the two countries into 
consideration and address how these may affect the relationship between the 
two governments. Secondly, it deals with how historical and societal context 
influences economic and political behaviour. Both Modernisation theorists 
and the Dependency theorists take historical events into account - although to 
varying degrees - when arguing for either theory. Importantly, the theories 
differ in the extent to which they take external factors into account when 
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formulating hypotheses to explain why countries have developed to such 
varying degrees. This will be elaborated on later in this chapter, under 
Introduction to Theory. 
 
In the analysis we will look for a) words and phrases that are more typical for 
one narrative than the other; b) strategies, values and/or priorities that 
indicate accordance with the values of either theory; and c) particular goals or 
ambitions that are mentioned by one country and not the other. For example, 
speaking of “industrialisation” as something attractive resembles 
modernisation theory, while speaking of “independence” as desirable appears 
to be in accord with dependency theory. For this project, “actions” and 
“behaviour” will most frequently appear as statements and strategies or plans. 
The government actions to be analysed here are confined to what they 
mention in official documents. Thus the phenomena of analysis are words, 
development strategies, values, and intentions that come across from those 
documents. 
 In order to find relevant statements in the Ghanaian development plan, 
we have used the viewing program’s search function (Ctrl+f) and looked for 
words such as “education”, “economy”, “modern”, “depend”, “democracy” and 
“develop”. These are key words for one or both of the theories used in the 
analysis. The British development plan for Ghana is significantly shorter, and 
we have read through it to find key words and phrases pertaining to the same 
central concepts. 
 In the analysis, we have kept the amount of paraphrasing and 
summarising of their statements to a minimum - instead, we have added 
intermittent quotes from the reports where relevant for the analysis and 
discussion. We have done this for two reasons: primarily, to avoid distorting 
the text, and secondly, because finding statements that explicitly, in verbatim, 
resonate with central concepts and topics of either theory makes the linkage 
between the narrative and the theory more clear. 
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2.4 Introduction to theory 
In this section, we will make explicit the theoretical framework, which serves 
the purpose of better understanding their limitations. 
 Modernisation theory draws on Max Weber and his thoughts on 
capitalism. (Deutsch, Wucherpfennig, 2009) The texts we have chosen on 
modernisation theory are by very influential development thinkers: Seymour 
Martin Lipset and Walt Rostow. Lipset’s essay, Some Social Requisites for 
Democracy, 1959, is (arguably) “modernization theory's foundational text. 
His celebrated formulation of the underlying thesis … set the stage for one of 
the most fruitful and long-lasting research agendas in the social sciences.” 
(Berman, 2009) Lipset’s theory is concerned with how a country should 
achieve development, and is based on determining which factors of the 
wealthy, democratised countries facilitated their success. Most of our 
Modernisation Theory is based on his essay, and is explained in depth in the 
next chapter, Theoretical Framework. 
 Around the same time, Walt Rostow was writing economic 
development theory. According to Rostow, the preconditions of 
modernisation are based in economics. In his book, The Process of Economic 
Growth, he considers Britain to be the first European economy to really take 
off; mainly as a result of scientific advancements and an enlargement of its 
market. According to Rostow, widening its market was not only beneficial for 
trade, but also for countries to specialise production and increase dependence. 
He states: “The initial preconditions for take-off were created in western 
Europe out of two characteristics of the post-medieval world which 
interacted and reinforced each other: the gradual evolution of modern 
science and the modern scientific attitude; and the lateral innovation that 
same with the discovery of new lands and the rediscovery of old, converging 
with the impulse to create new technology at certain strategic points. The 
widening of the market - both within Europe and overseas - brought not only 
trade, but increased specialization of production, increased inter-regional 
and international dependence, enlarged institutions of finance, and 
increased market incentives to create new production functions.” (Rostow, 
1959 [1952], p. 4) 
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 As this quote suggests, Rostow’s influential texts on development were 
very much inspired by British history and development. Lipset’s text is also 
rather Eurocentric as the theory of development is formulated around 
European countries and the conditions that have been either accommodative 
or detrimental for development and democracy. (Lipset, 1959) In addition, 
most modernisation theorists come from European countries or North 
America, and thus we shall henceforth occasionally refer to Modernisation 
Theory as a “Western” theory. 
  The counterpart of Modernisation theory is Dependency Theory. It 
draws on Marxist views on capitalism in the sense that as long as developing 
countries are a part of the capitalist society, they will not be able to remove 
themselves from their situation as “underdeveloped”. (B.E.N, 2005) 
Dependency theory is mainly a counter-argument to the modernisation 
theory; hence it is a more recent theory. Our elaboration of the theory in the 
next chapter is based on multiple theorists (Kambhampati, Smith, Ferrarro) 
and includes a section on Wallerstein’s World System theory. 
 
We have chosen these two theories in order to have two opposing views on 
development. To our knowledge, these two theories are the most contradictory 
ideas of how development ought to be achieved, and are the closest we can get 
to finding theories that are “Western” and “non-Western” in their essence: 
One is Western or almost Eurocentric in its focus and concern, while the other 
arose as a critique of this Eurocentric worldview and incorporates a much 
wider scope of events and variables that influence development. The purpose 
of comparing the narratives of the development plans to these theories is to 
reveal nuances of the development relationship that may not otherwise be 
apparent in the texts. 
 
2.5 Delimitations and Afterthoughts 
Limitations on the scope of the report are set by our interpretivist approach 
and by ourselves. These are presented here, along with thoughts on different 
strategies that could have been pursued.  
 The report will not assess which narrative is dominant out of all 
possible narratives, concerning all possible countries. It will consider only the 
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two theories mentioned above, and it will look only at the UK and Ghana. The 
hermeneutic nature of interpretivism means the findings and conclusions of 
the analysis are ours; they cannot necessarily be proven outside the realm of 
interpretivism, and the view we have is ultimately subjective. This will make 
the analysis and the conclusion a product of our thoughts; what we think of, 
see in, and understand from our data. 
 Using this approach and focusing on texts leave out the quantitative 
data. Some quantitative studies on the relationship between development aid 
and development are mentioned in the Problem Area, but the statistics, 
economic theories, arguments for specific financial strategies, the distribution 
of funds and other interesting and relevant data are not subjected to analysis 
in this report. 
 In the analysis we will not look at the specific operationalisations of 
development - what structural changes Ghana wishes to implement in their 
business sectors, or what aspects of their agricultural industry they wish to 
focus on - because our focus is on indications and implications of narratives, 
not an assessment of the method(s) by which development is best achieved 
(apart from the different viewpoints that are expressed through the 
application of the two theories). 
  Many authors have contributed to the theories chosen for this report, 
and the theories offer much wider scopes than those presented in the next 
chapter. Our methodological afterthoughts are primarily based on what other 
aspects of the theories we could have used, and how that could have opened 
up for other aspects for us to analyse. 
 Given more time, a discourse analysis might have been a way for 
dependency theory to step up to the plate in a whole different way. The theory 
makes many assumptions pertaining to the secrecy and hidden elements of 
international relations, and thus would have a lot of analytic power in a 
discourse analysis. In addition, it would have been interesting to go beyond 
the narratives and investigate whether the public statements reflect their real 
actions. Or one could try to assess whether the Ghanaian government is aware 
of what the long-term consequences of development negotiations may be. Our 
approach could also have been inductive rather than deductive, so that a 
hypothesis might be formulated to argue against either theory. We could have 
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gathered first-hand data to supplement the official narratives, through online 
interviews with Ghanaians as well as Britons, to strengthen our data. The 
analysis could also be measuring the effectiveness of modernisation theory, by 
comparing Ghana with more countries that have not received development 
aid. 
 
We have explained our reasons for considering Lipset’s text on modernisation 
the best framework, but it cannot be denied that modernisation theory has 
since then become more nuanced and elaborate. We could have incorporated 
more recent conceptions of modernisation. The challenge in doing so is that 
they tend not to focus on formulating general hypotheses or outline the main 
aspects of the process of development, but rather have become increasingly 
vague and difficult to apply. Some modernisation thinkers have dwelled on 
subsidiary, less conventional facets of modern development. An example is 
the ecologic modernists. They argue that industrialisation is not the only way 
to increase production, and that the use of technology is so detrimental to the 
environment that it should be avoided to the furthest extent possible. Besides, 
many developing countries are rich in natural resources but do not or have not 
always turned these resources into a national economic source. This, 
according to some, is an illustration that their current situation does not 
reflect primitiveness, but simply different values. (Dunn, 2013) This also 
reflects how nuanced modernisation theory has become since the work of 
Lipset. 
 When it comes to Dependency Theory, we have used different authors 
to illustrate what dependency theory is about, so the bases from which we 
extract our theoretical framework is quite large, and we have tried to find a 
balance between its older and newer texts. Another viable approach is to use 
the Resource Dependency theory, which is about how a more dominant 
country’s industries and commodities are dependent upon a country like 
Ghana for its natural resources. We were also considering using post-colonial 
theory, but we could not find references in the data to merit the inclusion of 
this theory.  
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2.6 Outline of chapters 
This section will shortly introduce the following chapters. 
 Chapter 3: Theoretical framework contains the introduction and 
explanation of the theories used in the report. Chapter 4: Analysis contains 
the analysis of our data with the two chosen theories. Chapter 5: Discussion 
dwells on the strengths and weaknesses of our analytical approach. Finally, 
chapter 6 will be the: Conclusion, which summarises and rounds up our 
findings and their implications.  
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3.0 Theoretical Framework 
In this chapter we will introduce and explain our chosen authors’ takes on 
modernisation theory and dependency theory. 
 
3.1 Modernisation Theory 
This section on Modernisation Theory is divided into several subsections that 
are relevant to the two development aid policies that will be analysed. These 
are, respectively: an overview and explanation of concepts; Seymour Martin 
Lipset’s theory of how a nation achieves democracy and development; the 
arguments Lipset makes as to why accountability and stability are 
important for establishing a democratic government; and a short section on 
Walt Rostow' theory of modernisation through economic development. 
 
3.1.1 Modernisation, Development & Democracy  
Modernisation theory is a macro theory with inspirations from sociology and 
historiology. It investigates the processes of industrialisation and material 
growth and their effect on human societies. Modernisation means the 
appearance of “modes of social life or organization which emerged in Europe 
from about the seventeenth century onwards and which subsequently 
became more or less worldwide in their influence” (Giddens, 1991). 
Modernisation theories explain how communication and media change, and 
how they are used and should be used by traditional societies to develop. It is 
an operationalisation of applying knowledge of media and industrialisation to 
change old politics, old economies, old societies, old traditions - in short, old 
civilisations - to new ones. It’s a bridging from tradition to a modern society.  
 Needless to say, development is a contested concept. It has different 
meanings for different theorists. Typically and naturally, modernisation 
theories contain elaborate explanations of what they themselves are 
concerned with or advocating. The essay “Some Social Requisites for 
Democracy” by Seymour Martin Lipset will serve as the main framework of 
modernisation and development for this report, with some additional 
economic theory by Walt Rostow. As mentioned in the previous chapter, this 
essay was virtually the foundation, and the first formulation, of the theory. 
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 To Lipset and many others, democracy is an essential part of 
modernity. Lipset speaks of democracy as if it were the strongest indicator of 
modernisation, and as if it were the most developed and most desirable 
political structure. For instance, when he says that “only in a wealthy society 
in which relatively few citizens lived in real poverty could a situation exist in 
which the mass of the population could intelligently participate in politics 
and could develop the self-restraint necessary to avoid succumbing to the 
appeals of irresponsible demagogues”, Lipset gives off the impression that 
being modern and being democratic are virtually synonymous. He never says 
so explicitly, however; it is part of his ontological assumptions with which we 
must necessarily agree if we wish to use to use his framework. 
 
Since Lipset considers modernisation and democracy to be closely linked, and 
democracy to be an indicator of development, it is useful to know how he 
conceives of democracy. He defines it as “a political system which supplies 
regular constitutional opportunities for changing the governing officials. It 
is a social mechanism for the resolution of the problem of societal decision-
making among conflicting interest groups which permits the largest possible 
part of the population to influence these decisions through their ability to 
choose among alternative contenders for political office.” Also, his definition 
implies the following: “(a) a "political formula," a system of beliefs, 
legitimizing the democratic system and specifying the institutions - parties, a 
free press, and so forth - which are legitimized, i.e., accepted as proper by 
all; (b) one set of political leaders in office; and (c) one or more sets of 
leaders, out of office, who act as a legitimate opposition attempting to gain 
office.” (Lipset, 1959, p. 71) 
  For such a system to emerge, the following three conditions must be 
met: First, a political system must be “characterized by a value system 
allowing the peaceful "play" of power - the adherence by the "outs" to 
decisions made by "ins" and the recognition by "ins" of the rights of the 
"outs".” Second, “the outcome of the political game [must be followed by] the 
periodic awarding of effective authority to one group, a party or stable 
coalition”. Third “if the conditions facilitating the perpetuation of an effective 
op-position do not exist, then the authority of officials will be maximized, and 
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popular influence on policy will be at a minimum. This is the situation in all 
one-party states; and by general agreement, at least in the West, these are 
dictatorships.” (Lipset, 1959, p. 71) 
 As we have seen above, reaching modernity and reaching stable 
democracy is nearly tautologous within this framework. Hence we shall 
proceed to consider how this state is achieved. 
 
3.1.2 Climbing to Modernity  
Whilst Lipset believes that certain social conditions must be met before 
democracy can emerge and endure, the presence of said conditions does not 
necessarily lead to democratisation because the process is influenced by many 
interrelated variables: “An extremely high correlation between aspects of 
social structure, such as income, education, religion, on the one hand, and 
democracy, on the other, is not to be anticipated … because to the extent that 
the political sub-system of the society operates autonomously, a particular 
political form may persist under conditions normally adverse to the 
emergence of that form.” In other words, “unique events may account for 
either the persistence or the failure of democracy in any particular society.” 
He refers to Max Weber’s idea that “an event predisposing a country toward 
democracy sets a process in motion which increases the likelihood that at the 
next critical point in the country's history democracy will win out again … 
Thus a ‘premature” democracy which survives will do so by (among other 
things) facilitating the growth of other conditions conducive to democracy, 
such as universal literacy”. (Lipset, 1959, p. 72)  
 Despite these disclaimers and clarifications, Lipset’s explanation for 
why modernisation is necessary to sustain democracy is still principally based 
on the high statistical correlation between economic indicators and successful 
democracies: “It seems clear that the factors of industrialization, 
urbanization, wealth, and education, are so closely interrelated as to form 
one common factor. And the factors subsumed under economic development 
carry with it the political correlate of democracy.” (Lipset, 1959, p. 80) 
Regarding the use of correlations, he says: “Individual deviations from a 
particular aspect of democracy are not too important, as long as the 
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definitions unambiguously cover the great majority of nations which are 
located as democratic or undemocratic.” (Lipset, 1959, p. 73) 
  Overall, there are four aspects of development that contribute to the 
rise of democracy: 
 First, there is the matter of how education and wealth influences 
perspective. If society is divided into a small, wealthy, privileged upper class, 
and a large, poor lower class, either oligarchy or tyranny will ensue. (Lipset, 
1959, p. 75) “For the lower strata, economic development, which means 
increased income, greater economic security, and higher education, permit 
those in this status to develop longer time perspectives and more complex 
and gradualist views of politics.” (Lipset, 1959, p. 83) Democracy becomes 
more attractive and probable with better education as the latter “presumably 
broadens men's outlooks, enables them to understand the need for norms of 
tolerance, restrains them from adhering to extremist and monistic doctrines, 
and increases their capacity to make rational electoral choices.” (Lipset, 
1959, p. 79) “Increased wealth and education also serve democracy by 
increasing the extent to which the lower strata are exposed to cross 
pressures which will reduce the intensity of their commitment to given 
ideologies and make them less receptive to supporting extremist ones.” 
(Lipset, 1959, p. 83) Thus, through increased wealth and improved education, 
the general public acquires a different view of democracy and themselves. 
Another, arguably subsidiary, consequence of these changes is how the 
general public is perceived by the upper classes. In a poor country, when 
difference of living standards between classes is too extreme, and the lower 
ones are very poor, there is a psychological necessity for the upper stratum to 
consider the lower ones “as beyond the pale of human society, as vulgar, as 
innately inferior, as a lower cast” and their political rights, “particularly the 
right to share in power, as essentially absurd and immoral.” (Lipset, 1959, p. 
83-84) The smaller difference between classes, the harder it is for the upper 
stratum to maintain this psychological distance.  
 Second, there is a shift in power relations. As modernisation enlarges 
the middle class, it becomes more influential than the lower and upper strata. 
Consequently the middle class can moderate both extremes and effectively 
hold power: “Increased wealth … also affects the political role of the middle 
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class through changing the shape of the stratification structure so that it 
shifts from an elongated pyramid, with a large lower-class base, to a 
diamond with a growing middle-class. A large middle class plays a 
mitigating role in moderating conflict since it is able to reward moderate 
and democratic parties and penalize extremist groups.” (Lipset, 1959, p. 83) 
 Third, there is a change in the attitude to elections. If a large proportion 
of the population is poor, and “if loss of office is seen as meaning serious loss 
for major power groups, then they will be readier to resort to more drastic 
measures in seeking to retain or secure office”. Conversely, in rich countries, 
governments’ ability to influence the livelihoods of the large middle-class (and 
the upper strata) is diminished, hence elections lose importance. Errors can 
be made and wealth can be redistributed with less opposition. This also 
reduces corruption and nepotism. (Lipset, 1959, p. 84) 
 Fourth and last, the power relation between government and citizens 
becomes more balanced by the presence of intermediary, independent 
institutions and organisations. These prevent a monopoly of power for a single 
party: “[They] serve a number of functions necessary to democracy: they are 
a source of countervailing power, inhibiting the state or any single major 
source of private power from dominating all political resources; they are a 
source of new opinions; they can be the means of communicating ideas, 
particularly opposition ideas, to a large section of the citizenry” and 
encourages civil society, because “men who belong to associations are more 
likely to hold democratic opinions on questions concerning tolerance and 
party systems, and are more likely to participate in the political process-to 
be active or to vote”. (Lipset, 1959, p. 84-85) 
 But these requisites, which are linked with modernisation and 
development, are not the only ones necessary for democracy to develop. In 
order to last and gain popularity, a political organization must also be 
considered legitimate and effective. These concepts will now be explained. 
 
3.1.3 Effectiveness and Legitimacy 
· “By effectiveness is meant the actual performance of a political system, the 
extent to which it satisfies the basic functions of government as defined by 
the expectations of most members of a society, and the expectations of 
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powerful groups within it which might threaten the system, such as the 
armed forces. The effectiveness of a democratic political system, marked by 
an efficient bureaucracy and decision-making system, which is able to 
resolve political problems, can be distinguished from the efficiency of the 
total system, although breakdown in the functioning of the society as a whole 
will, of course, affect the political sub-system.” 
· “Legitimacy involves the capacity of a political system to engender and 
maintain the belief that existing political institutions are the most 
appropriate or proper ones for the society. The extent to which 
contemporary democratic political systems are legitimate depends in large 
measure upon the ways in which the key issues which have historically 
divided the society have been resolved.” (Lipset, 1959, p. 86) 
 These two elements play significant roles in shaping the political sphere 
of a country. Effectiveness is pragmatic and instrumental, whilst legitimacy is 
affective. An effective regime or rule may be considered illegitimate by a 
particular class or group of people “because its symbolism and basic values 
negated their own”. This implies that any political system may find 
supporters, even oppressive ones: “Crises of legitimacy are primarily a recent 
historical phenomenon, following the rise of sharp cleavages among groups 
which have been able, because of mass communication resources, to 
organize around different values than those previously considered to be the 
only legitimate ones for the total society.” (Lipset, 1959, p. 87) 
 
3.1.4 Economy 
Modernisation thinkers believe that the way to become modernised is through 
industrialisation, a central feature to increase economic growth. Walt 
Rostow’s first stage of development, “Preconditions for take-off” claims that 
creating a wider and bigger international market is advisable because it 
increases production specialisation, and creates “increased inter-regional and 
international dependence, enlarged institutions of finance, and increased 
market incentives to create new production functions” (Rostow, 1959 [1952], 
p. 4). In other words, Modernisation is linked with free-trade, globalism and 
liberal economies. For instance, as mentioned in our Problem Area, Oxfam 
has observed (with disappointment) that development aid donor countries 
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have obliged recipients to liberalise markets as a condition for receiving aid. 
(Oxfam, 1995, p. 199) Other modernisation thinkers have claimed that 
development and growth appears to be “correlate[d] with a shift to a free-
market economy” (Berman, 2009).  
 
This concludes the presentation of the framework and perspective of 
Modernisation Theory that will be used in the analysis. The phenomena talked 
about above - literacy, education, wealth, industrialisation, democracy, 
legitimacy, effectiveness, and economy - are all topics that will be analysed in 
the development negotiation between the UK and Ghana. There are, however, 
important topics that are still not addressed. To deal with these topics, and to 
incorporate a perspective to counterbalance modernisation theory, we present 
Dependency Theory in the following section. 
 
3.2 Dependency theory 
This next section is also divided into different subsections that serve to 
explain and show different elements of Dependency Theory, all of which are 
relevant for development aid and the data we are going to analyse. This 
theoretical section will include a general outline of Dependency Theory based 
on several authors, and Immanuel Wallerstien’s World System Theory. 
 
3.2.1 Overview and central tenets 
Dependency Theory, or the dependency school, began in the 1950ies, based on 
essays by Hans Singer and Raúl Prebisch (from Germany and Argentina, 
respectively). Some of the subsequent theorists and advocates are North 
Americans, but many have African, Asian, or Latin American surnames. 
Dependency theory evolved as a critique of the modernisation discourse, and 
was an attempt to address its most significant shortcoming: Downplay or 
negligence of the power relations between the developed and developing 
countries. It is a key theory in acquiring a critical perspective to the Western 
conception of development, because it adds emphasis to the interaction of 
political and economic forces. It insists that the logic of contemporary 
development can only be properly understood by placing this process within a 
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global and historical context; “that it is not internal characteristics of 
particular countries so much as the structure of the international system - 
particularly in its economic aspects - that is the key variable to be studied in 
order to understand the form that development has taken” in currently 
industrializing countries. (Smith, 1979) 
 The theory makes a couple of assumptions. First, underdeveloped 
nations provide natural resources and cheap labour for wealthier nations, and 
the latter export obsolete technology and other undesirable material to them. 
Also, the poor countries serve as markets for products from the developed 
countries; without it, they could not maintain their wealthy lifestyle. Second, 
the wealthy nations actively tighten the dependency through various methods, 
such as economic strategies, banking and finance, media, politics, sports, and 
how they select and recruit workers, granting superior positions to their fellow 
countrymen. An example of the first two notions is that a developed nation 
may import the surpluses from a developing country by forming an alliance 
with the elite of the latter who assists them in doing so. Third and last, the 
wealthy countries deliberately seek to undermine whatever attempts the 
dependent countries may make to break free from dependence, possibly by 
their economic bargaining power or through military force. (Kambhampati, 
2004) 
  
3.2.2 Economy 
Most dependency theorists reject the Marxist idea that capitalism is 
inherently progressive. (Kambhampati, 2004) Rather, modern capitalism has 
brought about the division of labour we see today. The main argument, also 
known as the Singer-Prebisch thesis, is that the terms of trade for 
underdeveloped countries, relative to the developed countries, has 
deteriorated over time. The underdeveloped, or peripheral, countries’ goods 
(mostly raw materials, natural resources) would remain at a relatively stable 
price, while the products and services of developed, or central, countries are 
becoming relatively more and more expensive. This could be some sort of 
technological commodity, medicine, or service that the developing country 
needs. The more urgently they need it, the stronger the bargaining power of 
the provider. Ultimately, the underdeveloped country would be in deficit and 
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forced to continuously focus on exporting natural resources because any effort 
at exporting technical products or services would be dwarfed by the large, 
well-connected, experienced, wealthier organisations. Thus the vicious circle 
is complete. (Kambhampati, 2004) This is a Marxist line of thought - that 
economic and political power are centred very much in the Western, 
industrialised countries. Therefore economic and political power cannot be 
separated when analysed, since “governments will take whatever steps are 
necessary to protect private economic interests, such as those held by 
multinational corporations”. (Ferraro, 2008) Rather than focusing on import, 
export and global trade, some dependency theorists claim that becoming self-
reliant, or self-sustainable, is the path forward for developing countries. More 
technically, they should not rely on a trade-and-export orientation, but rather 
adopt import-substitution industrialisation (ISI) and some degree of 
protectionism as their economic strategies. (Ferraro, 2008) 
 ‘Underdeveloped’ is a negative condition where there is no possibility of 
sustaining autonomous economic activity within a country: 
“Underdevelopment refers to a situation in which resources are being 
actively used, but used in a way which benefits dominant states and not the 
poorer states in which the resources are found”. The implications of this are 
that underdeveloped countries should not be viewed as merely lagging behind, 
trying to catch up with wealthier nations, nor are they underdeveloped 
because they lack materials or capacity for development; they are 
underdeveloped because the European countries colonised their lands and 
trapped them in adverse economic systems. They have become the providers 
of cheap raw materials and labour, and while underdeveloped nations have 
opened up their markets to Western countries, this is not reciprocated, and 
they have no opportunity to seriously compete with Western nations. Even 
though they produce and sell raw materials and food, there is still widespread 
poverty as the money flows directly into Western markets. (Ferraro, 2008) 
 Dependency thinkers point out that the capitalist system is beneficial 
only for countries and companies that create enterprises, products, 
businesses, and that have large turnovers. Social action and humanitarian 
efforts, such as lowering infant mortality and helping women to better care for 
themselves, are not rewarded by capitalism, meaning they do not attract or 
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generate wealth. Social action is important for the development of a country, 
but isn’t measurable in terms of GDP. In this sense, capitalism distributes 
wealth unfairly and inefficiently over the world, and encourages corporations 
and nations to focus on generating wealth while neglecting humanitarian 
improvements. (Ferraro, 2008) 
 
3.2.4 World System Theory: A macro-theory of 
dependency 
The World System theory was originally formulated by Immanuel Wallerstein, 
and also belongs to the dependency school. The theory revolves around 
“unequal economic and political relationships in which certain industrialised 
nations and their global corporations dominate core of the world's economic 
system”. (Marshall, 2013) The system also borrows the concepts core or 
centre, semi-periphery, and periphery. Examples of semi-peripheral countries 
are China, India and Mexico. Their economies are less dependent on central 
countries, but they do not have the same amount of control and influence as 
the core. In contrast, peripheral countries are in a relationship of exploitation 
with the core nation(s): “Advanced or developed countries are the core, and 
the less developed are in the periphery. Peripheral countries are structurally 
constrained to experience a kind of development that reproduces their 
subordinate status”. (Martinez-Vela, 2001) The result is that peripheral 
countries can never escape and develop, and development aid becomes a tool 
for the core countries to reproduce the situation in those developing countries, 
whilst claiming that it will lead to a better future. As described earlier, this 
leads to debt and traps the peripheral countries in unfair trade. (Marshall, 
2013) Moreover, the strong states will reinforce and increase flows of cash-
surplus to themselves. Wallerstein calls this “unequal exchange” because 
there is a systematic transfer of surplus from peripheral countries to core 
nations that are already advanced and independent. (Martinez-Vela, 2001) 
 
This concludes the theoretical frameworks utilised in the report. The next 
chapter is the analysis. 
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4.0 Analysis 
In this chapter, the British and Ghanaian goals for providing and receiving 
aid will be analysed respectively, first using Modernisation Theory, and then 
with Dependency Theory, to see whether their hopes and narratives are in 
accordance, and how many references they have to either Modernisation or 
Dependency. After a summary of the findings, we use Dependency Theory to 
argue that this indicates a relationship of dependency.  
 
4.1.1 The British development plan for Ghana: applying 
Modernisation Theory 
In this section we will point out the statements contained in the British 
development plan by DFID Ghana that resemble the tenets of Lipset’s take on 
Modernisation Theory and Rostow’s ideas of economic development. 
 First of all, concerning education, the UK aspires to “ensure all 
children get a good education (DFID, 2013a)  … improve the quality of 
education for all (DFID, 2013a) [and] target children who are not in school 
and seek a transformation in the quality of education (DFID, 2013b, p. 4)”. In 
particular, there will be a focus on improving the educational chances for girls. 
Lipset argued that education is important for development because it 
broadens people’s horizons and makes them less extremist, more inclined to 
support democracy, and so on. As for increasing wealth, the plan is to “halve 
extreme poverty by 2015 (DFID, 2013b, p. 3) … encourage enterprise and 
wealth creation (DFID 2013a) … provide cash transfers to 100,000 of the 
poorest people by 2015 to enable them to meet their basic needs (DFID, 
2013a) …  increase revenues (DFID, 2013b, p. 4) … [create] new income 
earning opportunities” (DFID, 2013b, p. 5), and the likes. As we heard in in 
the previous chapter, wealth and social security also increases the appeal of 
democracy as the people adopt longer time perspectives and “more complex 
and gradualist views of politics” (Lipset, 1959, p. 83). 
 An enlargement of the middle class and reduction of inequality should 
come about through “improving maternal health, distributing over 4.5 
million bed nets to prevent malaria … helping Ghana bridge the gap between 
progress made in the south and the much poorer north of the country … 
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[and] stimulate the growth of the private sector in Ghana, particularly in the 
north [to] reduce inequality between northern Ghana and the rest of the 
country, supporting the government’s northern regional development” 
(DFID, 2013a). This last factor is important for the growth of the middle class, 
and shifts the power away from the richest elite. As the middle class becomes 
the most influential class of society, they are able to mitigate conflicts between 
the richest and poorest. Having a large middle class capable of moderating 
conflicts creates better conditions for democracy, seen from a modernisation 
point of view, as the government must govern the most influential class. In 
case the upper stratum has psychologically distanced itself from the poor, this 
should also, according to Lipset, be ameliorated by focusing on health, 
education and economic growth for the poor in particular. 
 The UK government supports ”civil society organisations to 
strengthen accountability (DFID, 2013a) … [and is] working with civil 
society to help them become better engaged in the formulation, 
implementation and monitoring of the Government of Ghana’s policies” 
(DFID, 2013c). As mentioned in our theoretical chapter, the fourth stage of 
modernity is the appearance of intermediary organisations which will increase 
the members’ inclination to vote and participate in political decisions. 
According to Lipset, the encouragement of civil society organisations is key to 
balancing government power, and in combination with the goals mentioned in 
the previous paragraph, these should decrease the likelihood of dictatorship, 
monopolies, corruption and nepotism, thereby strengthening the democracy. 
 Another vision the UK has for Ghana is for a higher quality of 
governance: “competent, transparent [and] democratic governance” should 
be achieved by improving “the accountability of government and decision-
makers to citizens [and] quality of governance (DFID, 2013a) ... [and] the 
availability and usefulness to the public of information about government 
budgets and expenditure” (DFID, 2013c). The pursuit of these improvements 
suggests the importance of democracy, and that it can only be established if 
the population considers it effective and legitimate. Transparency is important 
for the government to be considered effective, according to Lipset, since it 
helps the public assess the government’s effectiveness and to what extent it is 
trying to meet their expectations.  
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 Finally, there is the topic of trade and economic strategy. At the most, 
there are a few statements that could be interpreted to vaguely be in support 
of an open, liberal economy. For instance, “supporting the government’s 
private sector strategy, and enabling 50,000 producers to use business 
services by 2015” (DFID, 2013a) could be a gateway to opening Ghana for 
foreign direct investments (FDIs) and transnational corporations (TNCs) and 
thus for the UK to have greater access to the Ghanaian market, but this is of 
course highly speculative. 
  
As can be seen from this section, the UK’s plan on development for Ghana is 
very much in accordance with modernisation theory. In the following 
paragraph it will be analysed to which degree Ghana’s plans concerning 
development are in accordance with modernisation theory. 
 
4.1.2 The Ghanaian government’s plan for development 
and collaboration with the UK: applying Modernisation 
Theory 
Again we have looked at education first. The opinion of the NDPC is that 
“Education and skills development underpin any strategy of human 
development and productivity as it is through education that the necessary 
skills, knowledge and aptitudes are acquired, and the creative abilities of 
individuals released, to open the way to a better life and society” (NDPC, 
2010, p. 92). Therefore, it seeks to “increase equitable access to and 
participation in quality education at all levels; improve quality of teaching 
and learning … [and] promote science and technical education at all levels” 
(NDPC, 2010, p. 242). Even though it is not mentioned explicitly here that 
education is linked to civil society and democratic participation, elsewhere the 
NDPC says that low civil society participation and democratic participation “is 
attributed to either lack of interest or that they are not well informed on the 
democratic process to enable them [to] participate” (NDPC, 2010, p. 134), 
which suggests that education is a requisite. As mentioned, these aspects are 
emphasised by Lipset because they foster a democratic outlook, enable people 
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to get better jobs, and makes it harder for the uppermost stratum to 
psychologically distance themselves from the less wealthy. 
 Like DFID Ghana, the NDPC has goals that would enlarge the middle 
class by focusing on more and better business, and generating jobs and 
income. In their own words, the commission aims at “Providing citizens with 
secure and sustainable jobs (NDPC, 2010, p. 130) … Accelerating economic 
growth rate to at least 8% per annum (NDPC, 2010, p. 1) … [and] pursuing 
an employment-led economic growth strategy” (NDPC, 2010, p. 1). They 
hope to “attain middle-income status (NDPC, 2010, p. 93)… expand 
opportunity for job creation” (NPDC, 2010, p. 176), and, significantly, ensure 
“that the benefits of economic growth are fairly shared among the various 
segments of society” (NDPC, 2010, p. 2). There are many statements along the 
lines of creating “even regional development in the country” (NDPC, 2010, p. 
87), with the differences between the North and South regions in mind, both 
with regards to infrastructure, education, and income levels. As Lipset 
explained, a smaller gap between rich and poor, meaning an enlargement of 
the middle class, will also imply a calmer political scene as demands are met 
and desires are gratified.  
 Specifically concerning civil society and transparent governance, the 
NDPC encourages “transparent and accountable governance and efficiency 
in public service delivery at all levels” (NDPC, 2010, p. 5). This is very similar 
to the British narrative. On a similar note, it aspires to “ensure that political, 
economic and administrative authority is exercised in a manner that ensures 
that public resources are managed efficiently and with integrity in response 
to the problems and critical needs of the people. … [Challenges include] low 
participation of civil society in governance; low interest of citizens in the 
democratic processes; and a high perception of corruption in the public 
sector” (NDPC, 2010, p. 122). The strategy entails “deepening the practice of 
democracy and institutional reforms”, and a whole section is dedicated to 
“Enhancing Civil Society Participation in Governance” (NDPC, 2010, p. 122). 
Clearly, it is a priority to increase the legitimacy and effectiveness of the 
democratic government. In Lipset’s words, legitimacy is crucial for a 
government to “engender and maintain the belief that existing political 
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institutions are the most appropriate or proper ones for the society” (Lipset, 
1959, p. 86). 
 Then there are statements that use the same vocabulary and key terms 
as modernisation theory. Very noteworthy is the frequency with which the 
words ‘modernisation’, ‘modern’ or ‘modernized’ appear in the text. For 
instance, it is used various times in conjunction with the agricultural sector 
(NDPC, 2010, p. 38); to meet their fiscal policy objectives the NDPC will 
“pursue the revenue agencies modernization programme” (p. 20); science, 
technology and innovation are considered “modern skills” in general and 
Ghana needs “modern infrastructure” (p. 24); all basic schools should teach 
science, technology and mathematics (p. 232); and derivatives of ‘modern’ is 
used in connection with railways, airports, ports, harbours, and transport in 
general (p. 24, 69-70); natural resource management (p. 38); information and 
communication technology (p. 72); a forms of energy (p. 74); legal framework 
(p. 83); manufacturing techniques (p. 27), building codes (p. 87); and even the 
“alignment of citizens’ lifestyles with the demands of modernization” (p. 154). 
 Finally, there are statements and strategies that are related to economic 
strategy. The NDPC wishes to “engage fully in multilateral trade negotiations 
(NDPC, 2010, p. 21) … This will entail outward oriented policies to promote 
exports and attract inward direct investments. Accordingly, the present level 
of exports … would have to be increased to substantial levels” (NDPC, 2010, 
p. 20) and to “Improve Export Competitiveness; Diversify and increase 
exports and markets [and] improve the import/export regime” (NDPC, 2010, 
p. 174). There is a strong focus on import and export, meaning free trade, 
which, as explained in our theoretical chapter, is emphasised by wealthy 
countries as a path to development. In contrast, most advocates of 
dependency theorists recommend import-substitution industrialisation (ISI) 
in lieu of a trade-and-export orientation. 
 
As can be seen from this analysis, Ghana’s plan for receiving development aid 
is, similar to the British counterpart, very much in accordance with 
Modernisation theory. In the next section we will analyse both countries from 
the view of Dependency theory, starting with the British development plan for 
Ghana, and see how many references there are to the theory’s tenets. 
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4.2.1 The British development plan for Ghana: applying 
Dependency Theory 
The main tenet of this theory is the assumption that the wealthier nation, 
England in this case, seeks to have economic growth and gain political 
leverage by establishing or maintaining a relationship in which the 
underdeveloped country, Ghana, is dependent on the former.  
 That being said, several aspects of the British development plan may be 
legitimately criticised for not being the optimal path to independence and 
speedy development, even though it would be far-fetched to infer that those 
approaches are deliberately chosen because they engender or enforce Ghana’s 
dependence. For example, it would be easy to make a case that “supporting 
the government to provide cash transfers to 100,000 of the poorest people” 
(DFID, 2013a) is not a strategic way of spending development funds. It is a 
short-term fix that is unlikely to have as significant an impact as generally 
improved education, infrastructure, health services and job-creation. Giving 
small amounts of cash to the poorest is unlikely to help the country break out 
of dependence.  
 The UK also states in their plan for providing development aid, that: 
“Ghana is one of the UK’s most like-minded friends, one of our biggest 
markets in Africa, and a source of one of our biggest diaspora communities” 
(DFID, 2013b, p. 4). Here, Ghana is overtly referred to as valuable because it 
is a market. Again, this is not synonymous with dependency, but it does 
clearly reveal that negotiating with Ghana is attractive to the British because it 
serves their own interests. Similarly, they aim at “leveraging partnership for 
shared growth and development” (DFID, 2013b, p. 3) - again mentioning its 
interest in its own economic growth. In the World System school of thought, 
the wealthy nations, such as the UK, uses peripheral countries like Ghana to 
extend its market, without necessarily letting Ghana access the British market. 
 
Thus the indicators that the UK seeks to create or maintain a relationship in 
which Ghana is dependent on them are few and vague. In the next section, the 
same theory and procedure will be applied to the Ghanaian development 
plans.  
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4.2.2 The Ghanaian government’s plan for development 
and collaboration with the UK: applying Dependency 
Theory 
In this section, the elements of Ghana’s plan for development and aid 
distribution that suggest dependency are pointed out. 
 Starting with the subject of business supply chains and relationships: 
For large domestic and foreign firms, “Support will be granted on a one-on-
one basis and may take the form of paying for the cost of establishing the 
new relationship. Sponsors and their suppliers will need to demonstrate that 
they will be financially self-supporting in the medium-term in order to avoid 
permanent dependency” (NDPC, 2010, p. 31). Thus we see that some firms 
have already been deemed, or are considered to risk becoming, economically 
dependent. Many African countries have large TNCs, particular in the 
extractive industries, that are sometimes foreign-owned to such a degree that 
the foreign nation gains bargaining power over the host country, because the 
latter is reliant on the profits made from that business: “The enormity of the 
financial power of extractive TNCs has significant implications for their 
regulation in Africa. It allows the TNCs a considerable degree leverage over 
host African countries”. (Oshionebo, 2009, p. 6) This is hinted at by NDPC 
document, which says: “The recent discoveries of oil and gas fields offshore 
Ghana create tremendous opportunities for stimulating national 
development. However, the potential for oil and gas to drive the economy 
positively for the well-being of Ghanaians, as should be the case with other 
natural resources, will only be realized if this emerging industry is fully 
integrated into the local economy” (NDPC, 2010, p. 63). The last sentence 
hints at their experience with TNCs that exploit the resources available and 
leaves relatively little profit with the host. This situation arises mainly because 
the Ghanaian government and infrastructure is deemed insufficient for 
independent management and extraction of the resources available. Here, 
Ghana finds an incentive to let a wealthier country with more extraction 
experience to step in and assist in the oil extraction, since it will forward some 
of the profits to Ghana.  
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 The following quote indicates that Ghana is too dependent on wealthier 
nations in terms of trade: “Remittances declined and access to private 
external financing became more difficult as a result of the global financial 
crisis” (NDPC, 2010, p. 3). This shows that the Ghanaian economy to a 
considerable extent is reliant on its exports, and the conditions of the world 
market have significant effects on their economy. The World System theorist 
Wallerstein would say that Ghana is subservient and weak to the core nations. 
 Moving on to more explicit references to dependency, the NDPC 
aspires to “Establish the Ghana International Trade Commission to deal with 
unfair international trade practices” (NDPC, 2010, p. 21). This is a clear 
indication that Ghana considers its predicament to be not just a challenge to 
overcome internally, but one that is unfair because of external actors - very 
much in line with the basic tenets of Dependency theory and World System 
theory. 
 Concerning the environment, these two quotes are significant, and they 
reveal Ghana’s subsidiary position in the international hierarchy: “the West 
African sub-region suffers from environmental problems that essentially 
emanate from elsewhere, such as the dumping of used computers in Ghana 
as is the case with many other countries in the sub-region”, and “Key policy 
objectives to effectively cope with the threats of climate change [includes a] 
low carbon growth strategy” (NDPC, 2010, p. 48). These lines imply that 
Ghana not only has become the dumping ground of Western companies, but 
even that the environment is so polluted already that Ghana is considering 
alternative routes to industrialisation or modernity that are more 
environmentally friendly. This is particularly interesting because developed 
countries are asking Ghana (and many other African countries) to take moral 
responsibility for the environment: “The protection of the African 
environment became a major concern, not by internal pressure at the 
national level, hut because of concerns expressed by the industrialized 
countries, which formed an international pressure group”. (Howard-Clinton, 
1984) Even though we have not found a theorist making this point, we 
imagine proponents of World System theory could use it to illustrate that 
putting environmental pressure on a developing country is a method of 
keeping it from developing and gaining power.  
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4.3 Summary of references to Modernisation and 
Dependency 
The narrative of modernisation theory has a large presence in the two 
governments’ strategies and hopes for the future of Ghana, as transparent and 
accountable government, the rise of civil society, better education and 
lowering poverty. A large part of the end-goals for Ghana are similar, the 
language used is similar, and there are many references to development, 
modernity, technology, and increased civil society participation and 
government accountability.  
 The British development plan does reveal that the UK has something to 
gain from its relationship with Ghana, but in the places we have looked, it 
does not explicitly address or express dependency. References to dependency 
are more apparent in the NDPC plans. As we have seen, there are clear 
(considering the context, almost blunt) references to problems caused or 
exacerbated by other countries, and the desire to avert dependency. 
 
4.4 How can Dependency Theory be used to argue that 
there is a relationship of dependence? 
Through the analysis of the official development strategies, we have found 
that the narrative of modernity is the more explicitly prevalent of the two 
theories applied - in another manner of speaking, the language and goals of 
the two governments are more similar to each other when looking from a 
perspective of modernisation than from dependency. We are now going to 
argue that this narrative may be an expression of dependency nonetheless. 
 Prior to anything else, it should be noted that while many development 
goals - medicine, infrastructure, business, governance, education, etc. - are 
expressed using “modern” language in both development plans, Ghana’s in 
particular, they may nevertheless desirable even within other frameworks. 
Dependency Theory simply does not focus much on what is desirable and 
what ‘development’ means, but rather what is wrong with the linear and 
homogenous ‘path to modernity’ presented by modernisation theorists. Thus 
modernisation theory has a larger and more elaborate vocabulary of 
development and modernity.  
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 To our understanding, the explanation for the dominance of Modernity 
lies in understanding the covert elements of the relationship between the 
central and peripheral countries. Considering the international community to 
which the official development plans are exposed, one can intuitively 
understand why clues of dependency are improbable to be found in large 
amounts, why one can not expect the official language to point towards an 
agenda of establishing or increasing dependency: The oppressor would never 
publicly admit to it, and the oppressed would never knowingly go along with 
it. There are outward signals and appearances to consider: The official agenda 
is under observance and must give an impression of benevolence, of sympathy 
and of support to avoid international critique.  
 Dependency theorists would, to be sure, not expect an agenda of 
dependence to be overt and explicit in public communication. To the contrary, 
the theory assumes that dominant countries deliberately mask their intentions 
and try to make themselves, or the relationship they propose, appear benign 
or benevolent. The developed country - England - can set the agenda for 
development and the conditions to which the recipient - Ghana - must agree 
before funds are released. Thus they force the Ghanaian government to adopt 
certain goals, and with it, probably some development jargon. We would argue 
that a hidden discourse is to be found beneath the narratives; that the UK has 
much to gain from the aid negotiations, therefore, to mask the exploitative 
agenda, it is presented as something favourable for Ghana. The development 
aid relationship is most likely an oblique way of keeping Ghana dependent, 
because it opens the peripheral market to the core nation, but not the other 
way around, and conditionality is also a way of creating opportunities for 
developed nations to engage in the extractive industries and an otherwise 
exploitative relation. This may partially explain why the narratives become 
rather similar, and why they are in accordance to the extent that we have seen.  
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5.0 Discussion 
In this chapter the strengths and weaknesses of the analysis will be 
discussed, and dwell on points that are relevant to, but not part of, the 
problem area. 
 
Our first concern is to step outside the theories used in the analysis and have 
another look at the narrative and language of the official statements. The fact 
that a “Western” theory and framework (Modernisation theory) could be 
applied so easily to a text from an African government was disconcerting and 
begs a look at what the reasons and implications could be.  
 The presence of the English language in Ghana stems from the times of 
colonialism. Most likely, the extent to which English is being used in political 
contexts is also influenced by the development relationships. That the 
narratives and development jargon are similar may perhaps be attributed to 
the fact that it was, or is, necessary for Ghana to agree to specific 
conditionalities, and along with it, English as the language of development. As 
Ghana uses English for its public statements - at least when addressing its 
Western audience and partners - negotiations can be streamlined, and 
language barriers can be reduced, although not necessarily eliminated. Many 
words and turns of phrases carry with them connotations of which Ghanaians 
may not be aware.  
 Therefore, there is a risk that adopting too much English in the political 
scene will alienate some of the general population, and exclude them from 
significant political discussions, meaning only wealthier Ghanaians with 
access to education will be able to participate. In cases such as this, where a 
language is, in a word, imported from colonial times, it is linguistically, 
culturally and historically different from the settings into which it has been 
imported. (Brock-Utne & Garbo, 2009) Thus English may be inadequate for 
the Ghanaian people to express itself and its reality. 
 Different Asian countries, such as Malaysia, Vietnam, Taiwan and 
China, have come closer to Western levels of industrialisation. Some theorists 
attribute their success to the fact that they have not adopted so much foreign 
language and culture but stayed true to their own. Thus development came 
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from within, and the indigenous language and culture should be a part of the 
development. (Brock-Utne & Garbo, 2009) 
 
The next question is whether the long-term consequences of development 
negotiations are really beneficial for Ghana. It is not necessarily detrimental 
or disadvantageous for Ghana that its market is open for Western countries – 
surely, there are some products and services that are useful in the pursuit of 
the goals mentioned by the NDPC, and some incentive for having an import-
export trade policy. But, as mentioned earlier, there are non-Western 
countries that have developed better infrastructures and provide better 
education by adopting more protectionist strategies, such as China. Also, 
newly industrialised countries (NICs) such as South Korea and Taiwan have 
focused on exports during economic booms, but favoured protectionism and 
inward industrial upgrading during times of recession. An argument for an 
open economy is that all the wealthiest nations have it, but protectionism “had 
previously been adopted by rich countries at an earlier stage of development. 
Deregulation and liberalisation are thus better seen as the outcomes of 
successful development, rather than as initial conditions. … [History] leads 
to the argument that protectionism makes more sense in developing 
countries than in rich ones.” (Green, 2009) It is an argument worth taking 
into consideration. 
 There is no denying that, generally, there is a trend for lesser developed 
countries (LEDs) in open relationships with Western countries to become 
relatively poorer over time, and receive relatively less development aid. In a 
2007 paper, Wolfensohn Center For Development presented some 
discouraging numbers on development funds. Net official development 
assistance, or ODA, is the overall amount of funds provided development, and 
currently exceeds $100 billion per year. However, most of those funds are “for 
special purpose needs which do not translate into funds available for 
development projects and programs.” Country programmable aid, or CPA, is 
the amount of ODA which is left for a recipient country is able to use for 
development. Private aid from DAC (Development Assistance Committee) 
countries is estimated to be between $58-68 billion per year. Lastly, non-DAC 
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ODA and $5 billion to CPA. Thus the total amount of development funds 
amount to $180 billion per year. Out of this astronomical amount, sub-
Saharan Africa received only $12.1 billion in CPA in 2005, which is barely an 
increase compared to the previous twenty years. In fact, “In terms of donor 
GDP or per capita support for recipient countries, the amounts now going 
for long-term development in [sub-Saharan Africa] have declined steadily 
for a generation.” (Kharas, 2007) Thus, from a historical and comparative 
point of view, accepting development aid and liberal market conditions do not 
appear to be obvious, common-sensical solutions to fight poverty or slow 
development.  
 
This brings us to discuss how appropriate modernisation theory is for an 
African country such as Ghana. Although Lipset did not assert one model 
could be applied indiscriminately to any country, some of his contemporary 
theorists had a more of a “one size fits all”-mentality. In his 1952 text The 
Process of Economic Growth, Walt Rostow, first mentioned in our 
Methodology section, presented an economic theory of development in which 
the “free nations” and richest countries were used as beacons of success, and 
advice for other nations was based on them. There are virtually no 
considerations of how this theory might produce varying results when applied 
to different countries. (Rostow, 1959 [1952]). In 1960, these were outlined as 
five stages of growth in his work The Stages of Growth: A non-communist 
Manifesto. 
 Modernisation theory in general is focused on democracy, education, a 
good infrastructure and accumulating wealth by industrialisation, yet Ghana 
is still fighting for gender equality and combating high mortality rates. Despite 
the former British influence on the country during colonialism, Ghana’s 
historical and cultural background is radically different from the Western 
countries Modernisation Theory attempts to mimic. As we have seen, 
receiving development aid can lead an LED into debt. Critics of modernisation 
theory argue that it fails to understand that a country simply cannot adopt a 
new language, technologies, values, ideas, traditions and culture in such a 
brusque manner and short amount of time. An attempt to make this transition 
abruptly contributes to the establishment of dependency because many 
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expensive goods must be imported to sustain the new lifestyle. Reaching all 
these goals - assuming they are worth reaching - should be a gradual process, 
and it cannot be standardised and applied to every country indiscriminately. 
(Dunn, 2013) If human beings were regarded as separate from culture, history 
and traditions, one model of development might have been equally suitable 
for all; however, that would mean departing from the interpretivist, anti-
positivist realm.  
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6.0 Conclusion 
In the following section we have consolidated our findings and 
considerations from our problem area, analysis and discussion into a 
conclusive section to answer our problem formulation: “How do the British 
government’s reasons for providing development aid for Ghana align with 
the Ghanaian government’s reasons for receiving it, and how can 
Dependency Theory be used to argue that the narrative is masking a 
relationship of dependence?” 
 
The findings of the analysis suggest that the Ghanaian and the British 
governments’ interests appear to be fairly well aligned in the official 
development plans. The British is significantly shorter, and does not address 
as many points as the Ghanaian one. The latter includes emphasis on topics 
such as pollution from other countries, terms of trade and access to the world 
market, neither of which is present in the former. These are important 
because they reveal something about Ghana’s relationship with other, 
wealthier nations. Arguably, the motivations listed in the British agenda are 
also in the interest of the Ghanaians, but, significantly, these additional 
concerns expressed by the Ghanaian are, according to Dependency theory, 
ways for Ghana to escape dependency. Therefore, we find these to be 
important omissions by the British if they truly wished Ghana to be 
independent. Judging by the language and overall vision, the two 
governments’ goals appear to be in alignment, but the goals that entail 
changes outside of Ghana (other nations not using Ghana as a dumping 
ground; making terms of trade more just for African countries; opening the 
Western markets for more African products) are not mentioned as desirable 
by the British government.  
 
From a Dependency theory point of view, the alignment of language and 
ambitions suggests dependency. The narrative and jargon can be directly 
imposed upon Ghana by the donor country if the former wishes to receive aid. 
Thus the donor country can actively use this opportunity to portray itself as 
benevolent and generous rather than exploitative, which in turn contributes to 
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the discourse of development in which the similarity of the narratives serves 
to obscure dependency. If we proceed with the assumption that Ghana is 
dependent on Britain and/or other countries for development aid, we think 
the explanation for why the development narratives resemble each other and 
Modernisation Theory to such a degree is either that 
 a) the government of the less developed country (Ghana) has good faith 
in the wealthier, more developed nations (England being amongst them); 
and  that a development relationship is the optimal path to meet their own 
goals, and therefore tries to meet the conditions of the benevolent 
supporter(s) and is not under the impression that the latter has established, or 
is trying to establish, a situation of exploitation; or 
 b) the government of the peripheral country (Ghana) has recently 
become consciously aware that it is dependent on wealthier countries 
(England being one of them), and the narrative and jargon of modernity which 
it has inadvertently adopted simply masks exploitation, yet the government 
believes upholding the facade is a compromise that allows it to put some effort 
into addressing its true goals without losing the political allegiances, 
international support and development aid which it deems beneficial or 
necessary for those same goals. 
 
Either way, although the findings of our analysis are not adequate to 
indubitably conclude that the narrative of development between the two 
countries masks an exploitative relationship in which the British government 
is still (referring to the quote at the very beginning of the problem area) 
prioritising its own political and economic goals over those of Ghana, they do 
suggest that this is the case. In other words, although this is not within the 
scope of our analysis, we believe that the development plan presented by 
British government, or the conditionalities to which the Ghanaian government 
must agree to receive development funds from Britain, are suboptimal for 
steering Ghana out of a state of economic dependency, and they do not 
address the conditions that we think are central to dependency (unfair terms 
of trade and limited access to world market). 
  At its core, Dependency Theory states something about the distribution 
of wealth and resources. Despite thirty-eight years of cooperation with the EU, 
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and ostensibly receiving $1 billion per year, the fact that Ghana still struggles 
to provide social security for such a large part of its population speaks 
volumes, and, in our opinion, does more than any detail or specific 
comparison to indicate that there is a relationship of economic exploitation. 
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